
COLLAR CATALOG
Men collars

KENT
This elegant timeless collar is suitable for 

various types of faces and can be worn 
with any style of suit.

LONDON
One of the collars, which we also call „turndown 

collar“. The tips of the collar are more closed. The 
collar should be used with a tie and is more suitable 

for rounder and wider faces.

WINDSOR
For this open or shark collar, „cutaway collar“ or „spread 
collar“ is commonly used in international language and 

is characterized by outwardly shaped tips. This gives the 
wearer a sophisticated and confident look.

CUTAWAY
This is the widest „cutaway collar“ due to the 

extreme distance between the tips of the collar. 
More suitable for narrow faces to wear with a tie 

with or without a wide knot.

CURVED CUTAWAY
A curved version of the Cutaway collar.

CLUB
This collar enjoyed popularity mainly from the early 

20th century. Unlike other collars, the tips of this 
collar are rounded. It looks great if it is made as a 

contrast (a different color of the collar than the one 
used on the shirt). In some countries, this collar is 

experiencing a comeback.

DINNER
Formal type collar. Shirts with this collar are worn 

exclusively for evening social occasions in a tailcoat or 
tuxedo. A bow tie is a necessary accessory.

ETON
It is characterized by its elegant curved shape. It is a 

relatively small collar that looks great close to the neck, 
with or without a tie, or it can be worn unbuttoned.

PIN
This collar is always worn with a tie. The tips of the collar 

are firmly connected through a hole with a metal needle. 
It keeps the collar in place and lifts the tie knot to give it a 

more aesthetic arch.

PIN PENNY
This collar is similar to a PIN collar,

but the tips of this collar are rounded.

DO YOU MISS YOUR 
FAVOURITE ONE?

Enjoy the comfort and luxury of a tailored shirt 
to the fullest. Stop by one of our stores and 

have your own collar modeled!

STITCHED DINNER
Same type and use as DINNER collar. This collar is even 
more conservative and is sewn from two parts - stand, 

overhang - unlike the one-piece Dinner collar.

TINY
The fashionable shorter variant of the Kent 

collar is intended for today‘s shirts. The trend 
is to shorten and slim clothes, and this collar 

is the right way.

SMART
Fashionable shorter version of the button-down 
collar for those who did not like the classic type 

of this collar.

BAND
Collar stand without its tips. A collar that 
experiences a comeback in leisure - and 

especially summer - shirts.

BUTTON DOWN
The most common collar for sports and casual 

shirts. The only difference from the King collar is 
that the tips of the collar are fastened with a button 

that still holds them in one place. It looks just as 
good with and without a tie.

COVERED UNIVERSITY
This „covered“ version of the collar is 

different from the standard button-down 
collar only in that the buttons holding the 

tips of the collar are buttoned up and hidden 
in the loop under the collar.

KING
The tips of the collar are even more 
closed and longer than those of the 

London collar.

UNIVERSITY
Longer variant of the BUTTON DOWN collar.
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